
An EHS compliance assessment exposes issues and 
outlines the actions you can take to close gaps and 
improve Environment, Safety, and Health performance. 

Any number of events can prompt an assessment—a 
regulatory inspection, an audit, an M&A activity, 
internal fact-finding, or consensus building. Whatever 
the trigger, an EHS compliance assessment clarifies 
your current state and what you can do to mitigate 
regulatory risk and keep people and property safe. 

To conduct an assessment, a DEKRA expert consultant 
thoroughly documents protocols and verifies them in 
practice through site tours/walkarounds, employee 
interviews, contractor reviews, and more. The output is 
a comprehensive report outlining areas of compliance 
and nonconformity, along with recommended 
corrective actions.

EHS Compliance Assessment

Protects employees from harm.

Ensures employees understand and follow safety 
guidelines.

Reveals hidden exposures and enables appropriate 
remediation.

Provides direction to achieve and sustain compliance.

Identifies gaps in programs and documentation. 

Supports continuous learning and improvement, in 
line with becoming a high-reliability organization.

EHS 
Compliance 
Assessment

Confirm programs, practices, and facilities meet regulatory and internal 
standards.

Safety exposures and noncompliant practices can creep into even the most vigilant organizations.



Return on investment can be considerable, including 
reduced risk of incidents, fines, and penalties; improved 
insurance standing for more favorable premiums; and, 
above all, a safer work environment for all.

Discover the DEKRA Difference
Following the assessment, DEKRA can help you 
create or improve EHS programs to enable consistent 
organizational performance. Once these baselines are 
in place, we can also help you implement the new or 
changed programs immediately and ongoing as your 
business evolves.

Your Trusted Advisor
DEKRA has decades of experience partnering with 
organizations across the globe to help them achieve 
and sustain outstanding safety performance. We dig 
deep to understand your organizational strengths, 
challenges, and desired outcomes, then work alongside 
you to enable your success.

DEKRA Consulting North America
Email us: sms.na@info.dekra.com 

Office:  +1-805-646-0166 

Website: dekra.us/en/ehs-consulting/ 
   ehs-compliance/

Linkedin: linkedin.com/company/ 
   dekranorthamerica
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